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BEST CAD & GIS
PRACTICE

• Increase competitiveness by efficient work,
• Enjoy independence provided by dynamic and
   interactive designs,
• Create the most suitable projects,
• Deliver projects in a short period time by preventing
   time and cost overflow. 

• Use Netcad’s CAD and GIS Technologies Simultaneously

• Efficiently design, manage and analyze your projects

Identify the most suitable project,
• Create the same project with different applications
   in dynamic structure, compare them with required
   criteria and select the most appropriate project.  

Very simple operations,
• We have thought of many details for you, such
   as ribbon menu support and processes according
   to project production steps. 

Work fully integrated with other softwares,
• At any stage of any project, you can export or 

import projects to different softwares. Thereafter 
resume your project. Modify and update quickly.

• Netcad offers a wide range of support
24/7 from our expert technical engineers about
Netcad usage and Project solutions.  

We provide you the strongest editors and tools,
• Do you wish to update your projects? Let’s 

automatically update the new status of projects
for you in a single step. 

• Work interactively with instant 3D display.

Netcad affordable high-end functionality,
extensive post-sales support via technical and
academic teams, continuous training and proven
technology for our users’ daily operations, empower
them to exceed their strategic and operational goals. 

NETCAD SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

NETCAD provides deep industry knowledge and a wide range of products and solutions to reach to industry leadership, ensuring 
intelligence and fast operation of the construction industry.

NETPRO INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTIONS are used in all phases of design processes and application procedures by a Civil, 
Survey, Environmental, Geological and Meteorological Engineers.

We offer working more efficiently, increasing productivity and creating the most accurate construction industry projects in a short 
time, offering powerful tools and sources to ensure better planning, lower costs and control of more project scenarios. 



We offer a variety of useful tools and resources 
to achieve lower costs in a short time for 
Terrain modeling and base map production 
procedures. Quickly build your terrain model 
from millions of data with all details. Easily 
produce your base maps with automatic tools. 

We allow you to produce all of your transporta-
tion and water structures projects such as road, 
railway, intersection, tunnel, dam, flood 
protection with the strongest tools in a fast and 

easy manner.

Automatically calculate your all analogy projects 
and excavation procedures. Use NETPRO

EXCANET in complex designs such as tunnel portal
entrance excavations, buildings, sites, hospitals,

treatment plants, dams, regulators and for
drafting excavation plans in many projects such as

excavations excluding progress payments.
 

Create your storm water and wastewater 
projects, realize hydraulic and dynamic 

modellng.

Design your potable water projects, realize 
hydraulic solutions and report them. Perform 
hydraulic and dynamic models of any pipeline, 

create simulations and reports. 

NETPRO
INFRASTRUCTURE

SOLUTIONS

NETPRO
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EXCAVATION

NETPRO
WATER

MANAGEMENT

NETPRO
SURVEYING

NETPRO SURVEYING is used in all industries 
utilizing digital terrain models constituting 
project process’ infrastructures such as survey 
engineers, civil engineers, geological engineers, 
mining engineers and environmental engineers.

Quickly build your terrain model by utlilizing 
millions of object from different data types with 

all details.

NETPRO TRANSPORTATION & EXCAVATION 
solutions are used at all stages of project from A 
to Z and application procedures of civil, 
environmental and survey engineers employed 

in the construction sector.

NETPRO WATER MANAGEMENT solutions are 
used by civil,meterology and environmental 
engineers including pressure pipeline projects 
such as waste&storm water, drainage, resize 
and analyse flood flow rate calculations, flood 

areas and water distribution systems. 

NETPRO SURVEY

Realize topographic and hydro topographic 
analyzes according to scientific methods by 
taking only elevation input and you can use 
outputs obtained in different analysis 

processes as a base with ANALIST. 

ANALIST

NETPRO WATER

NETPRO CANALISE

NETPRO ROADS

Easily create, resize and analyze flood flow rate 
calculations and all your drainage projects.

NETPRO HYDROLOGY

Easily create all your drainage projects, 
automatically resize your sections

NETPRO DRAINAGENETPRO EXCANET

The system established according to the needs of the organizations/institutes brings together diverse organizations 
operating in the construction sector in an electronic environment ensuring that operation is performed as per the 

construction legislation and rules determined by competent authority. The figure should be considered in the last page for 
each item.

NETPRO INFORMATION SYSTEMS



NETPRO SURVEY

Realize Topographic and Hydro Topographic Analysis according to 
scientific methods by taking only elevation input and you can use 
outputs obtained in different analysis processes as a base with 
ANALIST. 

NETPRO SURVEYING is used in all industries utilizing Digital Terrain Models constituting project process’ infrastructures 
such as Survey Engineers, Civil Engineers, Geological Engineers, Mining Engineers and Environmental Engineers.

Quickly build your terrain model by utlilizing millions of objects from different data types with all details.

Quickly build your terrain model by utilizing millions of 
objects from different data types with all details

Build your 3D digital terrain models quickly from data produced by 
every kind of platform and file types primarily terrain measurements, 
Point Cloud, ASCII, GPS, Raster, LandXML.

Automatically control your produced models in a 3D image 
with a single step
Let us control and present you possible faults of your model, instantly learn 
necessary values and automatically modify them. 

NETPRO SURVEYING

ANALIST

Automatically create present base maps. 

NETPRO SURVEY



NETPRO ROADS quickly and easily design and produce, report and update all your projects involving corridors such as Road Design, 
Railway, Flood Protection, Dam, Pond, Water Structures and Excavation projects and your various excavation projects on a very 
strong platform and with a dynamic structure.
 
Transportation and water structures projects require editors with a strong infrastructure and a vast amount of detail. Netcad offers 
you all tools from the geometric design of the project to the drainage project, from the traffic project to the excavation project, from 
the project solutions with a stronger structure with all details and in a single package. Produce projects with all stages and all tools, 
which are quite easy to use, without the need of different softwares.

Create a 3D terrain model
  
Quickly build your 3D digital terrain models from data produced by every 
kind of platform and file types primarily terrain measurements, Point cloud 
,ASCII, GPS, Raster, LandXML.

Automatically update your project based on design 
changes

Create different applications of the same project in dynamic structure, 
compare them with required criteria and select the most suitable project.

Determine the Most Suitable Projects

Create different applications of the same project in dynamic structure, 
compare them with required criteria an select the most suitable project. 
Increase your competitiveness.

Create geometric designs

Determine horizontal and vertical geometries with AASHTO and different 
standards instantly. Easily add project design according to various 
legislations modify every kind of new legislations necessary

NETPRO TRANSPORTATION & EXCAVATION

NETPRO ROADS



Automatically create traffic signs.

Quickly achieve Volume and All  Excavation 
Calculations.
Calculate the volumes between the surfaces and perform 
Bruckner definitions; print the results to reports in various formats.

Automatically seek routes and corridors with less 
cost

Use cross-sections and profile procedures 

Ready to Use Template Libraries

Use ready templates libraries in all phases and develop library.

Integration of different software

Transfer projects to and open data imported from different 
software, resume projects modify and update

Prepare your applications with a single 
procedure
Easily apply your project to site. Use all tools 
necessary for this purpose. Transfer projects to 
different measuring  devices in one operation and 
application.



The excavation amount of a project is vital in the progress of the work. NETPRO EXCANET provides very important tools for accurate 
outlining of excavation projects automatically. Experience the freedom provided by these tools operating with a dynamic interaction 
and save time. Transmit best results, enhance efficiency, competitiveness and easily achieve volume comparisons. Use NETPRO 
EXCANET in complex designs such as Tunnel Portal Entrance Excavations, Buildings, Sites, Hospitals, Treatment Plants, 
Dams, Regulators and for Drafting Excavation Plans in many projects such as excavations excluding progress payments

Creating the excavation plans has never been easier
Work up to conclusion with only 3 procedures. Define the slopes of 
excavations, let us create surfaces automatically

Automatically calculate all comparison projects and 
excavation procedures.
Create an excavation plan in projects requiring every kind of excavation such 
as buildings, roads, dams and ponds.

Instantly set volumes which are not included with the 
progress payments. Deliver the correct project results and 
save time.

Instantly set areas that are not involved in the calculation. Learn volumes of 
these areas. 

Use enhanced ready templates
Use our ready-to-use slope and platform definition. You can also optionally 
expand the library. 

Quickly realize Soil Volume analogy projects.

Automatically extract soil analogy calculations for the project applied to the 
site according to the original project. 

NETPRO EXCANET



NETPRO EXCANET

NETPRO EXCANET

NETPRO CANALISE enables you to create and analyze Storm Water and Wastewater projects in full detail, create Hydraulic Models 
by performing Hydraulic Calculations.

Design your pipeline in your wastewater projects, realize project hydraulic solution with all details and take all your printouts.
Form pipelines and basins in your rainwater projects, realize project’s hydraulic solution with all details and take all your printouts. 

Using our software, create Potable Water projects with all its phases, save sources and drop energy costs, realize hydraulic and 
dynamic modeling.

With NETPRO WATER; easily realize lifting, gravity, open network, closed network (dead point or hardy cross) projects, simulate as 
long as necessary, realize hydraulic and dynamic modelling. 

NETPRO CANALISE

NETPRO WATER

NETPRO WATER MANAGEMENT



We enable you to work smarter and faster in projects with practical procedure steps by controlling more scenarios with NETPRO 
HYDROLOGY. It is an easy-to-use product performing hydrological analysis with a single button, requiring a vast amount of 
processing steps, important technical information and control. Take control of superficial flows and floods with NETPRO 
HYDROLOGY The software is used by Civil, Environmental, Geological and Meteorology Engineers.

Use the software to generate the information you need including Drainage Projects, Basin Modelling, Flood Flow Calculations 
and Flood Diffusion Area.

Model the basins

Model all basins in projects with a single button.

Realize Flood Flow Rate Calculations

Calculate flood flow automatically with 5 different methods. Designate 
precipitation analysis and the most appropriate distributions. 

Designate Flood Diffusion Areas.
Only set criteria and let us seek flood diffusion areas. 

NETPRO HYDROLOGY



NETPRO DRAINAGE

NETPRO DRAINAGE enables you to deliver projects in a short period of time by preventing time and cost overflow. Easily 
identify, calculate and create all Superficial Flows in projects, Flood Flow Calculations and Drainage Structures desired. 

Model the basins

Model all basins in projects according to the most updated 
algorithms with a single button.

Let us automatically position drainage structures for 
you.
We automatically position ordinary places of the structures
Let us position stilling chutes, head heel ditches in ordinary places.

Achieve Flood Flow Rate Calculations
Designate precipitation analysis and the most suitable distributions. 
Calculate flood flow automatically with 5 different methods.

Let us automatically resize drainage systems

Let us automatically resize various drainage systems primarily culverts, 
flood protection with all analysis. 

NETPRO DRAINAGE



Powerful Dashboards
Online Forms

Reports
Analysis

Thematic Maps etc.

Access Anywhere Any Device

NETPRO INFORMATION SYSTEM

WMS, WFS,
WMTS,

Online Maps
etc.

Netgis Server
Geoserver or

Other GIS Servers

Non-Geometric
(Graphical) Data

Production

Easy Integration
SAP, MIS,
BI, etc.

DB FREE
Oracle Ms-SQL

Postgre SQL etc.

Users

Users

Users

Data Process
Netcad GIS or
Other CAD/GIS

Softwares

Data Collection
Any Devices

Total Stations
Drones
Lidar
etc.

Netcad, with its experience and information collected over 30 years in software development, provides you with engineering projects 
and opportunity to install many different information systems from already produced projects. The system established according to 
the needs of organization/institute brings together diverse organizations operating in the construction sector in electronic 
environment.

NETPRO INFORMATION SYSTEMS

INTEGRATED DATA MANAGEMENT
Every project produced by Netpro Solutions is ready to be transferred to  
information system.  The  project data such as potable water, wastewater, 
storm water, road, dam, tunnel, basin, flood flow calculations, flood 
diffusion areas can be transferred to our information systems. Thus, your 
digital maps are created in the most accurate way under a common roof. All 
these data are kept in a central system. In this way, manageability and the 
ability to analyze and reporting are facilitated. With Netpro Solutions GIS 
capabilities these data may be digitalized (converted into smart data) and 
stored in an archive. 
The managers, data producers, users, decision makers and the explorers may 
interrogate the data in the system, obtain reports, create thematic maps and 
perform analysis by using the system in the frame of their authorizations. The 
information system with the central database to be formed is a system that is 
fed back and used by various users.

MANAGEMENT CONSOLE
Do not keep the project data in excel, instead give it a spatial 
dimension.  Automatically update data in the information system by 
transferring it to database. Get smart decisions and plans by digital 
management tools. 
All data in Geographic Information System (GIS) environment can be 
safely stored, managed and analyzed by NETGISSERVER. In addition it 
gives opportunity to observe the current situation, control 
processes more effectively, make accurate forecasts, plans and 
decisions.

DEEP ANALYSIS AND PLANNING
Integrated network systems such as potable water, wastewater and 
stormwater are very important for urban infrastructure development. 
Producing projects related to urban technical infrastructures in geographical 
information systems (GIS) provides a great advantage in terms of transferring 
them to infrastructure information systems. Netcad enables you to produce 
projects and information systems at the sime time.
Get geometric analysis such as standard deviation, surface area, 
topographic analysis between altitude values. Observe data such as number 
of waterless units, number of units with / without raw, leveled and stabilized 
roads, population distributions, water requirement.

SOME OF PROJECT SAMPLES
Infrastructure Information System

Water Management Information System
Flood Flow Information System
Inventory Information System

Urban Automation Information System
Road Information System

AUTHORIZATION
Authorization is provided in the frame of authorization for system access. 
Therefore, data loss is prevented and data security is ensured by access 
control.
Take your crucial, correct  decisions and plans within the authorization frame. 
Keep your inventories. 

ACCESS FROM EVERYWHERE
You can access your data about projects from any device, anywhere. 
Immediately determine production quantities in all construction area, obtain 
reporting based on the project data and see analysis by means of computer, 
tablet and telephone.



Netcad and the Netcad modules mentioned in the brochure are registered trademarks of Netcad Yazılım A.S. Netcad Yazılım
A.S. reserves its right to change the products and the technical specifications of them without prior notice
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